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North Norwegian has a contrast between /s/ and /ʂ/ that is neutralized in word-initial  position 
before a consonant, and an optional process of Expressive Sibilant Retraction (ESR), which 
changes /s/ to [ʂ] in precisely the environment where the contrast is neutralized (Broch 1927). 
ESR appears ambiguous between a word formation process and a spoken gesture (Okrent 
2002; Perlman et al. 2015). On the one hand, ESR exploits givens of phonological structure. On 
the other, treating it as a morphological process entails claiming that the spell-out of certain 
(“ expressive”) morphemes may take place after phonological processes have applied, or that the 
 realization of these  morphemes takes precedence to phonological constraints. I argue that ESR is 
a  communicative (i.e. non-linguistic, or post-linguistic) spoken gesture that nonetheless exploits 
the suspension of phonological generalizations in a way that directs attention to its iconic 
 function. I describe the varied interpretations that ESR has depending on whether it indexes an 
action/event, object, or state/property, and propose that these share a common semantic core. 
This gesture-based account of ESR is offered as a possible model for “expressive phonology” (e.g. 
Diffloth 1979) in other languages.

Keywords: spoken gesture; iconicity; marginal contrast; North Germanic dialects; techniques of 
representation; metonymy

1 Introduction
Expressive Sibilant Retraction (ESR) in North Norwegian changes an /s/ to the corre-
sponding postalveolar fricative [ʂ] in certain pragmatic contexts. For example, the verb 
skubbe, ‘to shove’, may alternate as shown in (1). In Supplementary file 1, I provide for 
each North Norwegian example the nearest equivalent in bokmål, the most widely used 
standard written variety of Norwegian.

(1) a. hu skʉb-ɑ buʈ kɔp=ɛn
she.sbj push-pst away cup=m.sg.def
‘She pushed away the cup.’

b. hu ʂkʉb-ɑ buʈ kɔp=ɛn
‘She (forcefully) pushed the cup away.’

Whereas [skʉbɑ] in (1a) is neutral, the realization [ʂkʉbɑ] in (1b), with the postalveolar 
fricative, dramatizes the action as involving significant acceleration or force.1 The two 
examples are otherwise structurally identical.

 1 There is a process similar to ESR in Italian described briefly by Ochs and Schieffelin (1989: 15), whereby 
[s] is similarly changed to [ʃ] to derive some kind of ‘intensive’, e.g. [ʃ]tupido, ‘stupid’, ti [ʃ]paka la testa, 
‘I’ll crack your head’, ti di[ʃ]truggo, ‘I’ll destroy you’.
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A similar expressive process has been described for the Urban East Norwegian (UEN) 
 variety in the earlier literature by Larsen (1907) and Broch (1927). Exactly as these 
researchers describe for UEN, ESR in North Norwegian may only apply where the pho-
nological contrast between /s/ and /ʂ/ is otherwise neutralized. In word-initial position 
before a vowel, where the two sounds contrast, ESR cannot apply. Thus, marking infe-
licitous applications of ESR with an exclamation mark <!>, /sɑːɡɑ/, ‘sawed’ cannot be 
realized ! [ʂɑːɡɑ] (with the intended meaning ‘sawed forcefully’). An adequate account 
of ESR must first explain the connection between these phonological restrictions on its 
application (form) and its expressive function. Second, it must provide an account of what 
ESR expresses, and how. For example, it is clear that ESR in North Norwegian is not an all-
purpose intensive. Thus, (2b) is not an acceptable intensive version of (2a).

(2) a. hu stɑːs-ɑ sa up
she.sbj doll-pst refl up
‘She dolled herself up.’

b. ! hu ʂtɑːs-ɑ sa up
(Intended meaning: ‘She really dolled herself up!’)

Neither Larsen nor Broch provide an account of the interpretations of ESR for UEN beyond 
simply listing certain emotional nuances, which in the case of (Broch 1927: 154) include 
“contempt, anger, a feeling of power, boldness or admiration, a hint of intimacy, degrees of 
emphasis”.2 The present study shows that the interpretations of ESR are in fact constrained, 
and vary depending on whether they attach to actions/events, objects or states/properties. 
The pattern of variation allows us to crystallize a core meaning and an account of the form-
function relation.

An immediate question that ESR raises is whether it is part of the grammar or not. On the 
face of it, ESR resembles a morphological process that introduces, or perhaps reintroduces, 
a contrast between /s/ and /ʂ/ in word-initial position before a consonant. This account 
would make ESR the source of a marginal contrast, since there is no lexical contrast between 
these sibilants in this environment. However, I shall argue that ESR does not belong to the 
grammar (morphology or phonology), but is instead part of the communication system, 
specifically, a multimodal post-phonological component that integrates speech with conver-
sational gestures, including manual, facial and spoken gestures. The current account of ESR 
may thus cast light on expressive phenomena in general, suggesting a way of dealing with 
at least one type of apparent marginal contrast.

Although found in UEN and other varieties throughout Norway, this article will draw 
on examples from North Norwegian. I offer a few brief comments here to place North 
Norwegian in its wider sociolinguistic setting. UEN is the dominant spoken variety of 
Norwegian, the educated varieties of which are described by Kristoffersen (2000). Although 
centered on Oslo, UEN is widely spoken in population centers throughout Norway and 
many towns have significant clusters of UEN speakers. The social dominance of UEN is 
such that children of UEN-speaking parents throughout Norway frequently target, acquire 
and grow up using UEN regardless of the ambient variety, despite the comparatively high 
traditional regard that regional dialects in Norway enjoy. Most regional urban centers 
have developed varieties with pronounced regional features, but which are increasingly 
leveled towards UEN in terms of lexis and idiom, morphology and segmental phonology.

The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2 lays out the phonologi-
cal background, the lexical and phonological sources of postalveolar consonants in North 

 2 Original text: Der kan ligge forakt, sinne, kraftfølelse og kjækhet eller beundring, et præg av intimitet, 
grader av forsterkning i et sådant «š».
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Norwegian, and an analysis framed in Optimality Theory (OT). Section 3 describes the 
problems of a morphological analysis of ESR and lays the foundations for an account of 
ESR as a spoken gesture. Section 4 provides an account of the different interpretations 
of ESR depending on whether it indexes an action or event, object, or state/property. 
Section 5 attempts to trace the relationships between these interpretations and identify a 
semantic core for ESR. Finally, section 6 concludes.

2 Phonological background
There are a number of descriptions of North Norwegian, including dialect surveys (Elstad 
1982; Jahr & Skare 1996), grammatical descriptions of specific varieties (Iversen 1918; 
Christiansen 1933; Brekke 2000), sociolinguistic work (Nesse 2008), and vocabularies 
(Dragøy 2001). For information on Norwegian dialects in general, I refer the reader to the 
works by Christiansen (1946–1948), Haugen (1976), Sandøy (1996), Papazian & Helleland 
(2005), and Skjekkeland (2005).

The table in (3) shows a representative consonant inventory for North Norwegian.

(3) North Norwegian consonant inventory
p t ʈ c k
b d ɖ ɟ ɡ
f s ʂ ɕ
m n ɳ ɲ ŋ

l ɭ ʎ
ʋ ɾ (ɽ) j h

Although phonetic realization and lexical distribution vary, the North Norwegian vowel 
inventory in (4) is, systemically speaking, little different to UEN. The vowel transcribed 
here as /a/ is a low, open, front vowel, generally rendered with the symbol <æ> in works 
dealing with Norwegian. The North Norwegian vowel, however, is closer to cardinal vowel 
4 (Jones 1967), warranting a departure from this tradition.

(4) North Norwegian vowel inventory
i, iː y, yː ʉ, ʉː u, uː
eː oː
ɛ œ, œː ɔ
a, aː ɑ, ɑː

Norwegian has a contrast between three coronal fricatives, alveolar /s/, postalveolar /ʂ/ 
(inaccurately dubbed ‘retroflex’), and a ‘palatal’ fricative, transcribed here as /ɕ/.3 Minimal 
triplets are shown in (5).

(5) Sibilant contrasts in North Norwegian
/siːp/ sip ‘whine’ /ʂiːp/ skip ‘ship’ /ɕiːp/ kjip ‘depressing’
/sœn/ sønn ‘son’ /ʂœn/ skjønn ‘intuition’ /ɕœn/ kjønn ‘sex, gender’
/saːɾ/ sær ‘peculiar’ /ʂaːɾ/ skjær ‘skerry’ /ɕaːɾ/ kjær ‘dear’

While there is agreement that /s/ is lamino-alveolar, Kristoffersen (2000: 23) writes regard-
ing UEN that “the precise articulatory properties of [ʂ] […] are somewhat unclear”. Histor-
ically, the postalveolar fricative /ʂ/ derives from two sources: s in a palatal environment, 

 3 Endresen (1991: 75f.) claims that the palatal‚ fricative, usually transcribed as [ç], is most frequently an 
alveolo-palatal [ɕ], at least in word-initial position. Although this claim relates to UEN, it applies equally 
well to the North Norwegian variety described here. In many younger speakers the distinction between /ʂ/ 
and /ɕ/ is undergoing merger to /ʂ/ (e.g. Simonsen & Moen 2004). Since /ɕ/ is phonologically inert, it will 
play no further role in this paper.
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and the cluster rs, also a synchronic source of [ʂ] when r+s results from combining mor-
phemes. The former includes sk before a front vowel (e.g. ski /ʂiː/, ‘ski’), and the clusters sj 
(e.g. sjø /ʂøː/, ‘sea’), and skj (e.g. skjå /ʂoː/, ‘shed’). Kristoffersen then raises the question 
whether speakers in fact distinguish the postalveolar fricatives that derive from these two 
different sources, for example as [ʃ], from s+palatal, and [ʂ], from rs. Although Larsen 
(1907) claims the existence of a distinction, which was still made sixty years later by older 
speakers according to Sivertsen (1967: 79), present-day UEN and North Norwegian would 
appear to have merged the two. Thus, for Endresen (1985: 77; 1991: 54), there is only one 
postalveolar fricative, which he describes as having apico-postalveolar place of articulation 
and tongue grooving.

Although traditionally designated ‘retroflex’, there is in general no curling of the tongue 
tip upwards in the articulation of this sound. The apico-postalveolar constriction is instead 
achieved by withdrawing the tongue tip into the front of the body of the tongue, which 
results in anterior bunching and additional narrowing between the lamina and the palato-
alveolar region (see Laver 1994: 141). The post-alveolar fricative is also enhanced by lip 
protrusion, as is the case for /ʃ/ in English and German (cf. Stevens & Keyser 1989).

Now we turn to the phonological distribution of /s/ and /ʂ/. Word-initially before a con-
sonant the distinction between /s/ and /ʂ/ is neutralized (Sibilant Place Neutralization). 
In general, only lamino-alveolar /s/ is permitted in this environment, as shown in (6).

(6) [spuːɾ] spor ‘track’
[stuːɾ] stor ‘big’
[skuːɾ] skor ‘support, lean (imp)’ (dial.)
[snuːɾ] snor ‘string’
[sʋuːɾ] svor ‘rind’

Before the nonpalatal lateral,4 however, which in the present variety of North Norwegian 
is realized across the board as postalveolar [ɭ], the contrast is neutralized to /ʂ/. Prelateral 
Sibilant Retraction is illustrated in (7).

(7) Prelateral Sibilant Retraction
[ʂɭiːk] slik ‘thus’
[ʂɭɑp] slapp ‘lacking in energy’
[ʂɭʉː] slu ‘crafty’

An OT analysis of these facts is straightforward (for introductions to this framework, see 
Prince & Smolensky 2004; McCarthy 2008). Since there is in general a distinction between 
alveolar and postalveolar consonants, the faithfulness constraint that requires preservation 
of the underlying contrast between them, Ident[postalveolar] in (8), must outrank the 
markedness constraint that penalizes postalveolar consonants in the output, *[postalveolar] 
in (9).

(8) Ident[postalveolar]
Let input segments = i1, i2, i3, …, im and output segments = o1, o2, o3, …, on.
Assign one violation mark for every pair (ix, oy), where
ix is in correspondence with oy, and
ix and oy have different specifications for [postalveolar].

 4 The palatal lateral /ʎ/ does not occur in word-initial onsets.
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(9) *[postalveolar]
Assign one violation mark for every segment with the specification [postalveolar].

The tableaux in (10) and (11) show how this works for underlying alveolar and postal-
veolar sibilants in pre-vocalic position, where the contrast is preserved.

(10) /saːɾ/ → [saːɾ] (sær, ‘particular’)
/s1aːɾ/ Ident[postalveolar] *[postalveolar]

a. ☞ s1aːɾ
b. ʂ1aːɾ *! *

(11) /ʂaːɾ/ → [ʂaːɾ] (skjær, ‘skerry’)
/ʂ1aːɾ/ Ident[postalveolar] *[postalveolar]

a. s1aːɾ *!
b. ☞ ʂ1aːɾ *

To deal with the neutralization pattern in (6), there must be some other markedness 
 constraint *[σʂC, shown in (12), that dominates Ident[postalveolar].

(12) *[σʂC
Assign one violation mark for every segment S, where (a) S is [ʂ], (b) S is in 
syllable onset position, and (c) S is followed by a consonant.

Tableaux for alveolar and postalveolar sibilants in this position are shown in (13) and (14). 
Both /sC-/ and /ʂC-/ in the input are mapped to [sC-] in the output, the input ʂC-cluster 
unfaithfully so.

(13) /spiːk/ → [spiːk] (spik, ‘wooden spill’)
/s1piːk/ *[σʂC Ident[postalveolar] *[postalveolar]

a. ☞ s1piːk
b. ʂ1piːk *! * *

(14) /ʂpiːk/ → [spiːk] (spik, ‘wooden spill’)
/ʂ1piːk/ *[σʂC Ident[postalveolar] *[postalveolar]

a. ☞ s1piːk *
b. ʂ1piːk *! *

In order to account for the neutralization pattern in (7), the specific markedness  constraint 
*[σsɭ given in (15) must dominate the more general constraint *[σʂC, as shown in the 
 tableaux in (16) and (17).

(15) *[σsɭ
Assign one violation mark for every segment S, where (a) S is [s], (b) S is in 
 syllable onset position, and (c) S is followed by the lateral [ɭ].
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(16) /ʂɭiːk/ → [ʂɭiːk] (slik, ‘thus’)
/ʂ1ɭiːk/ *[σsɭ *[σʂC Ident[postalveolar] *[postalveolar]

a. s1ɭiːk *! *
b. ☞ ʂ1ɭiːk * *

(17) /sɭiːk/ → [ʂɭiːk] (slik, ‘thus’)
/s1ɭiːk/ *[σsɭ *[σʂC Ident[postalveolar] *[postalveolar]

a. s1ɭiːk *!
b. ☞ ʂ1ɭiːk * * *

As (16) and (17) show, both /s/ and /ʂ/ are mapped by the grammar onto [ʂ] preceding 
the lateral.

Another source of postalveolar [ʂ] is the application of the Retroflex Rule (Kristoffersen 
2000: 87ff.; Stausland Johnsen 2012), a coalescence process found throughout most of 
Central Scandinavia, an area that includes the East and, for certain shared innovations, 
the North of Norway. Alveolar consonants /t d n s (l)/ coalesce with a preceding /ɾ/ to 
give the corresponding postalveolars [ʈ ɖ ɳ ʂ (ɭ)]. In the absence of a following alveolar 
consonant, an underlying /ɾ/ surfaces faithfully, as shown in the examples in (18).

(18) /ɡɑːte+ɑ/ gata /deɲ daːɾ ɡɑːtɑ/ den der gata
[ɡɑːtɑ] ‘the street’ [dɛɲ daːɾ ɡɑːtɑ] ‘that street there’
/buːɾ+e/ bordet /de daːɾ buːɾe/ det der bordet
[buːɾɛ] ‘the table’ [dɛ daːɾ buːɾɛ] ‘that table there’
/ʉːɾ+e/ uret /de daːɾ ʉːɾe/ det der uret
[ʔʉːɾɛ] ‘the watch’ [dɛ daːɾ ʔʉːɾɛ] ‘that watch there’

The coalescence pattern in North Norwegian is illustrated in (19). In the first example, the 
/s/ stands in prevocalic position, where it contrasts with /ʂ/.

(19) /sɑːɡ+ɑ/ saga /deɲ daːɾ sɑːɡ+ɑ/ den der saga
[sɑːɡɑ] ‘the saw’ [dɛɲ daː ʂɑːɡɑ] ‘that saw there’
/tɑɲ+ɑ/ tanna /deɲ daːɾ tɑɲ+ɑ/ den der tanna
[ʈɑɲɑ] ‘the tooth’ [dɛɲ daː ʈɑɲɑ] ‘that tooth there’
/dœɾ+ɑ/ døra /deɲ daːɾ dœɾ+ɑ/ den der døra
[dœɾɑ] ‘the door’ [dɛɲ daː ɖœɾɑ] ‘that door there’
/noːɭ+ɑ/ nåla /deɲ daːɾ noːɭ+ɑ/ den der nåla
[noːɭɑ] ‘the needle’ [dɛɲ daː ɳoːɭɑ] ‘that needle there’

The Retroflex Rule also applies where the /s/ is the first member of a cluster, as shown in (20).

(20) /spuːɾ+e/ sporet /de daːɾ spuːɾe/ det der sporet
[spuːɾɛ] ‘the track’ [dɛ daː ʂpuːɾɛ] ‘that track there’
/styːɾ+e/ styret /de daːɾ styːɾe/ det der styret
[styːɾɛ] ‘the palava’ [dɛ daː ʂtyːɾɛ] ‘that palava there’
/skʉːɾ+e/ skuret /de daːɾ skʉːɾe/ det der skuret
[skʉːɾɛ] ‘the shed’ [dɛ daː ʂkʉːɾɛ] ‘that shed there’
/smœɾ+e/ smøret /de daːɾ smœɾe/ det der smøret
[smœɾɛ] ‘the butter’ [dɛ daː ʂmœɾɛ] ‘that butter there’
/skɾoːɡ+e/ skroget /de daːɾ skɾoːɡe/ det der skroget
[skɾoːɡɛ] ‘the hull’ [dɛ daː ʂkɾoːɡɛ] ‘that hull there’
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Coalescence also applies preceding /ʂ/, as shown in (21). The process is not vacuous, 
since the /ɾ/ fails to surface.

(21) /ʂœyte+ɑ/ skøyta /deɲ daːɾ ʂœytɑ/ den der skøyta
[ʂœytɑ] ‘the small boat’ [dɛɲ daː ʂœytɑ] ‘that small boat there’

In sum, the postalveolar fricative [ʂ] has both lexical and phonological sources in North 
Norwegian. There is a contrast between /s/ and /ʂ/ in prevocalic position, but in syllable 
onset position before a consonant, this distinction is neutralized, in general to [s] (Sibilant 
Place Neutralization), but to [ʂ] before a lateral (Prelateral Sibilant Retraction). Postal-
veolar [ʂ] may also result from coalescence with a preceding /ɾ/ (Retroflex Rule).

3 Expressive Sibilant Retraction: morpheme or spoken gesture?
The third source of [ʂ], Expressive Sibilant Retraction (ESR), is neither lexical nor 
 phonological. This leaves two possibilities: ESR is either a morphological process or a 
communicative spoken gesture.

ESR may index actions/events, objects and states/properties. One of each is illustrated 
in examples (22) to (24), with the indexed word shown in bold.

(22) spenne, ‘kick’
a kʉɲ-ɑt ɭœst tɛ o ʂpɛɲ ɑn i ɭaɡ=ɛn
I.sbj could-have.ptcp desire to inf kick him.obj in leg-m.sg.def
‘I could’ve kicked him in the shins.’

(23) snabel, ‘trunk, nose’
foː dɛɲ stuːɾ-ɛ ʂɳɑːbaɭ=ɳ diːn ʉːt ɑ ʋɛi=ɛn
get.imp dem.m.sg large-def trunk-m.sg.def your.m.sg out of way-m.sg.def
‘Get that great nose of yours out of the way!’

(24) sprø, ‘crazy’
hu ɕaɾiŋ=ɑ ɛ ʂpɾœː
she woman=f.sg.def be.prs crazy
‘That woman’s (utterly) crazy.’

We might preliminarily gloss the meaning of ESR as ‘intensive’, but this is very misleading, 
since it suggests rather freer distribution than we in fact find. An ‘intensive’ gloss gives 
the impression that ESR is a type of modifier, when its essential nature is performative.

In this section I seek to establish the gestural nature of ESR against the alternative view 
that it is an expressive morphological process. On the gestural interpretation, ESR is a 
communicative phenomenon that recruits phonetic resources in such a way as to appear 
to reverse or violate phonological rules. On the second interpretation, ESR interacts with 
the phonological grammar, overriding phonological neutralization rules. My argument for 
a gestural account leads into a discussion of the relation between the form and function 
of ESR and an attempt to identify a core ‘meaning’ underlying the patterned variation of 
its interpretations. The morphological account may stipulate this variation, but it is not 
equipped to explain it.

3.1 ESR as a morphological process
If ESR was a morphological process, it would entail that certain “expressive” morphemes 
could be spelled out after all phonological processes had applied, or that morphological 
factors could override phonological ones, introducing new contrasts. Neither of these can 
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be squared with modular approaches. Situating ESR in a post-linguistic communicative 
component avoids this problem.

One case analysed as an example of override is the Javanese ‘elative’, first brought 
to the attention of generative phonologists by Benua (1999). The Javanese data in fact 
provide an interesting contrast, since they appear to involve a partial reversal of a pat-
tern of complementary distribution (allophony), as opposed to neutralization as in the 
Norwegian case. As described by Benua, high vowels in Javanese are tense in open syl-
lables but lax in closed syllables. Formation of the elative, however, involves tensing 
the final vowel of the stem regardless whether the final syllable is open or closed, in 
violation of the canonical allophonic pattern. Benua interprets the tensing of vowels 
in closed syllables in the elative as a case of ‘morphological override’: the noncanoni-
cal pattern surfaces under compulsion from highly ranked constraints requiring that 
the elative morpheme be realized (MorphReal). In her parallelist Optimality-theoretic 
framework, morphological structure is entirely transparent to phonology. An analysis of 
ESR along similar lines might postulate a floating [postalveolar] feature as the exponent 
of the hypothetical expressive morpheme. Applying the same logic, MorphReal would 
then have to outrank *[σʂC from (12) in order to produce the desired result, as shown in 
the tableau in (25).

(25) /ESR + snɑːbɛɭ/ → [ʂnɑːbɛɭ] (snabel, ‘trunk’)

/ESR[postalveolar]+ snɑːbɛɭ/ MorphReal *[σʂC Ident[postalveolar] *[postalveolar]

a. snɑːbɛɭ *!
b.☞ ʂɳɑːbɛɭ * *

We would still have to provide an account of why ESR only ever applies in a sC-cluster, 
and not just to any word that begins with /s/. This can of course simply be stipulated, for 
example, by invoking phonologically conditioned suppletive allomorphy (Paster 2006; 
Bye 2007). On such an account, the floating [postalveolar] featural affix would compete 
for insertion with a zero allomorph whenever the stem did not begin with a sC-cluster. 
However, this misses the obvious generalization that ESR specifically alters the output of 
the Sibilant Place Neutralization rule, while leaving the lexical contrast intact. Yet there 
is no way to allow the grammar to reflect this. Reanalysing ESR as a communicative 
rather than a morphological or phonological phenomenon, on the other hand, allows us 
to see the phonological distribution as part of ESR’s design, rather than as an idiosyncratic 
restriction.

The morphological analysis raises other problems of a more general architectural 
kind. In particular, it does not square with the idea that phonology is ordered fol-
lowing spell-out (e.g. Bye & Svenonius 2012) or that, beyond this, phonology only 
has limited access to morphosyntactic information (e.g. Selkirk 2011). One way of 
squaring cases like the Javanese elative with a modular approach is to look for evi-
dence that the contrast is already at least marginally present in the lexicon, rather 
than derived, so that morphological processes remain structure-preserving. Thus, 
Bye (2013: 51) argues that, despite the overwhelming restriction of closed syl-
lable tensed vowels to morphologically derived elative forms, there is sufficient 
leakage of the putatively derived contrast into morphologically simple words. It is 
possible to make a similar case for ESR as well, although not a strong one. For exam-
ple, if Larsen (1907: 74) is correct, ESR began as a deviant realization of a single 
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lexical item, or a small group of lexical items, before it was adopted as a general  
process.5

Colloquially, s in the adjective ṣvǣr (or švǣr?) [‘big’] has a similar, although perhaps 
somewhat different sound, which has a particular psychological motivation: the 
adjective stor [‘big’] is beginning to ring very flat in this dialect, as in several other 
eastern dialects, and svær has been chosen as a substitute. In order to depict the 
size one literally fills one’s mouth, starting the word with one or other sch-sound; 
likewise now and then with the word svīn [‘swine’], in part also in snē [‘snow’] and 
stygg [‘ugly’].

The unmarked realization of svær, ‘huge’, is [ʂʋaːɾ] in the present variety as well. Two 
of the other words mentioned by Larsen in the quoted passage, stygg ‘ugly’ and sne~snø 
‘snow’, evince allomorphy in North Norwegian with ESR, suggesting that these forms are 
stored along with the postalveolar fricative. In the case of the adjective stygg [styɡ] ‘ugly’, 
the ESR form in North Norwegian optionally has a central rounded or front mid rounded 
vowel instead, giving [ʂʈʉɡ] or [ʂʈœɡ], ‘(offensively) ugly’. A similar example is snø, ‘snow’, 
which is /snœː/ in neutral contexts, but may be encountered as /ʂɳyː/ as in (26), when it 
has the sense of being an inconvenience, because it impedes movement, requires effortful 
removal, and so on.

(26) nʉ ʋɑ iɲɕœʂɛɭ=ɳ fʉʎ ɑ ʂɳyː
now be.pst drive=m.sg.def full of snow
‘Now the drive is full of snow.’

In all of these putatively lexicalized cases, the characteristic meaning that ESR introduces 
is also present, if perhaps not as strongly. This makes the evidence for a marginal lexical 
contrast weak.

3.2 ESR as a spoken gesture
An alternative way to understand ESR, which I argue for here, is that it represents a ‘spo-
ken gesture’, a term introduced by Okrent (2002).6 An example would be the iconic use of 
speech rate to express temporal or spatial extension (Okrent 2002; Feist 2013; Perlman, 
Clark & Johansson Falck 2015), as shown in (27).

(27) It was a looooong time/tail.

The study of spoken gesture is still recent (see e.g. Perlman, Clark, & Johansson Falck 2015), 
although it emerges out of the more established traditions of paralinguistics (e.g. Trager 
1958; Poyatos 1993; 2002) and conversational gesture (Kendon 2004). Most research on 
conversational gesture has focused on manual and, more recently, facial gestures as ‘co-
speech’ acts whose timing depends on events in speech, and which contribute to the meaning 

 5 Original text:

En lignende, men måske litt forskjellig lyd, har s sedvanlig i adj. ṣvǣr (eller švǣr?), hvilket har en 
særlig psykologisk foranledning: adjektivet stor begynder i denne som i flere østlandske dialekter 
at få en meget slap klang, og her har man valgt svær til stedfortreder; for at utmale størrelsen, tar 
man også bogstavelig munden fuld, og begynder ordet med én eller anden sch-lyd. Likeså under-
tiden med ordet svīn, tildels også i snē og stygg.

 6 Other terms for the same kind of phenomenon include ‘iconic modulation of speech’, and ‘analog acoustic 
expression’ (Shintel, Nusbaum & Okrent 2006).
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of the utterance as a whole. Since they recruit the same vocal channel as spoken linguistic 
units, spoken gestures cannot strictly be described as ‘co-speech’ (cf. Okrent 2002: 188). 
They may nonetheless be placed with respect to the same techniques of representation and 
pragmatic functions as manual and facial gestures. Techniques of representation will be dealt 
with in this section; we return to the pragmatic functions of gestures in Section 4.

Kendon (2004) distinguishes between three techniques of representation: modelling, 
enactment and depiction. Modelling and depiction have in common that they describe 
objects, while enactment describes actions. Modelling involves the use of a body part 
to suggest an object’s shape, for example, making a ‘mouth’ or ‘beak’ with the hand, 
while depiction entails moving some part of the body, generally the hands, to draw 
an object. An example would be using both index fingers to trace the outline of a box. 
In the case of enactment, “the gesturing body parts engage in a pattern of action that 
has features in common with some actual pattern of action that is being referred to” 
(p. 160). An example of enactment would be using the flat hand in a chopping motion. 
The same gesture may be enactive or depictive depending on context. Thus, making a 
spiral motion with the index finger may depict an object with that shape, or something 
moving along a spiral path. I argue that enactment seems to provide the best account 
of the semantics of ESR.

Ekman (1997) was the first to point out that facial gestures in conversation serve a 
communicative function, rather than being directly expressive of emotions. For Kendon 
(2004: 310), these include “eyebrow movements or positioning, movements of the mouth, 
head postures and sustainments and changes in gaze direction”. Discussing manual and 
facial gestures, Bavelas, Gerwing & Healing (2014) note that the techniques of representa-
tion each employ are typically different. Whereas hand gestures may be used for model-
ling or depiction, facial gestures generally enact emotional responses, either the speaker’s 
or those of some other individual. Spoken gestures do not obviously allow for modelling 
as a technique of representation. The iconic use of speech rate mentioned above is at first 
glance ambiguous between depictive and enactive, since it may be understood as referring 
to a long object, or enacting something that takes a long time. However, lowering speech 
rate to ‘depict’ the length of a long object is probably better understood as a metaphor: the 
gesture enacts the physical experience of tracing the object along its length.

In any case, the ability to recognize spoken gestures as representing something other 
than speech depends on access to evidence for the relation between the acoustic signal and 
the articulatory gestures involved in producing it. In some cases, this evidence may be pre-
sent visually. More generally, hearers may rely on their phonetic map of the links between 
auditory experience and proprioceptive feedback from articulation (e.g. Rummer et al. 
2014).7 For example, pitch excursion (up or down) may be used to indicate vertical move-
ment (up or down). The technique involved is enactment, since raising pitch is achieved 
partly by elevating the larynx, which increases the tension of the vocal folds, while lower-
ing pitch is accompanied by depressing the larynx, which causes greater  slackness (Ohala 
1978). If laryngeal position can be inferred from pitch by accessing memories in which 
proprioceptive memories of larynx articulation are cross-modally linked with their acous-
tic effects, pitch excursion should be available to enact vertical movement, even in the 
absence of visual evidence. ESR also enacts something which the listener is able to infer 
from their own experience of operating their tongue as articulator. This semantic core 

 7 Note that this is not equivalent to saying that speech is perceived as articulatory gestures as maintained in 
the Motor Theory of Speech Perception (Fowler 1986; Galantucci, Fowler & Turvey 2006). It is sufficient 
that cross-modal connections between auditory and proprioceptive experiences are stored in memory and 
accessed by listeners.
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will be discussed in Section 5. Before we get to that point, though, we must consider what 
interpretations ESR has in context. This is the subject of the next section.

4 The interpretations of Expressive Sibilant Retraction
Kendon (2004; 2017) distinguishes five pragmatic functions of conversational gestures, 
two of which are relevant here: referential and modal. A referential gesture bears on the 
proposition expressed in the utterance, while a modal gesture enacts a response: gener-
ally, but not necessarily, that of the speaker. An example of the latter would be the facial 
shrug (Bavelas, et al. 2014), which signals personal disengagement (Debras 2017). The 
function of ESR is, I claim, essentially modal, although something close to referential 
interpretations may arise in context.

In the most general sense, ESR serves to amplify the performance of an utterance. It 
generally signals heightened engagement or vehemence, with one exception described 
in Section 4.4, where we discuss ESR as a gestural marker of ‘reflective distance’. Within 
the ‘heightened engagement’ context it is possible to distinguish two more specific mean-
ings, one associated with actions or events, the other with objects. ESR indexes actions 
as carried out with accelerated movement or impressive force, and objects as obtrusive. 
In quasi-referential terms, these meanings resemble, respectively, adverbial and adjecti-
val modifiers. However, this is not quite right, and is perhaps fundamentally wrong. The 
essentially modal nature of ESR consists in that it is a performance of acceleration/force or 
obtrusive presence, not an intensive modifier. Actions/events are dealt with in Section 4.1, 
and objects in 4.2. Section 4.3 deals with states and properties.

Because of its use in expressive contexts, ESR is difficult to elicit in a controlled way. 
The examples presented draw on observations made in over twenty years of living and 
working as a linguist in North Norway and represent a combination of spontaneously 
heard utterances, examples elicited during interviews with native speakers, and test utter-
ances devised by me in order to test the limits of its use. All examples have been checked 
with native speakers of North Norwegian in my circle.

4.1 Actions and events: acceleration
ESR indexes actions to give the impression of accelerated movement or forcefulness. The 
examples in (28) convey, even dramatize, a build-up of energy prior to the action and, by 
implication, the speed, force or vigor of its execution. In addition to heightened engage-
ment, the valuation communicated is generally that the action is impressive in some way, 
but not necessarily either positive or negative.

(28) a. smelle, ‘bang’
o ɑn ʂmɑʎc naʋɛ=n i buːɾ=ɛ
and he.sbj bang.pst fist=m.sg.def in table=n.sg.def
‘and he banged his fist on the table’

b. skalle, ‘headbutt’
dɛ ʋɑ noːn sɔm ʂkɑʎ-ɑ ɑn neː i
it be.pst someone comp headbutt-pst him.obj down in
dɾɔʂɛ|kœː=ɛn
taxi.queue=m.sg.def
‘Somebody headbutted him in the taxi queue.’

c. smeise, ‘slam’
hu ʂmɛis-ɑ iˈjan dœɾ=ɑ
she.sbj slam-pst to door=f.sg.def
‘She slammed the door.’
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d. smekke, ‘smack, slap’
dɾaːɡ teː da œʉɑ=n ɛʎɛʂ so skɑ a ʂmak teː da
draw.imp to you.sg.obj eye=pl.def or so shall I.sbj slap to you.sg.obj
‘Get your eyes off me, or I’ll give you a slap!’

e. stange, ‘butt’
so kɔm jɛit=ɑ o ʂʈɑŋ-ɑ ma mɛt i
then come.pst goat=f.sg.def and butt-pst me.obj middle in
ɾaʋ=ɑ
behind=f.sg.def
‘Then the goat came and butted me right in the behind.’

f. stikke, ‘stab’
a skɑ ʂʈɛk da
I.sbj shall stab you.sg.obj
‘I’m going to stab you.’

The examples in (28) all illustrate verbs of contact by impact (see, for example, Levin 1993). 
Since ESR conveys the impression of accelerated movement, these examples also invite the 
inference of forceful impact.

Contact by impact need not be part of the semantics of the verb in order to generate 
this inference. The verbs shown in (29), for example, do not belong to this class. ESR is 
nevertheless felicitous here.

(29) a. snappe, ‘snatch, grab’
hɑn ʂnɑp-ɑ tɛɭ sa ɑʎ mɑːt=n̩
he.sbj grab-pst to 3.refl all food=m.sg.def
‘He grabbed all the food for himself.’

b. stappe, ‘cram, ram’
di ʂʈɑp-ɑ iː sa ɛn keːbɑb o fuːɾ
they.sbj cram-pst into 3.refl det.indef.m.sg kebab and go.pst
po nɑʂpiɭ
to afterparty
‘They crammed down a kebab and went off to the afterparty.’

c. snyte, ‘blow one’s nose’
hɑn ʂɳœyt sa so dɛ juːm-ɑ
he.sbj blow.nose.pst 3.refl so.that it reverberate-pst
‘He blew his nose so it reverberated.’

ESR is also possible with verbs of the ‘break’ class (see Fillmore 1970), if not as readily. 
The implication is nevertheless again that accelerated movement is involved in producing 
the result, increasing the impact.

(30) a. smadre, ‘smash’
so tɑːɾ ɑn o ʂmɑdɾ-ɑ ɡlɑs|rʉːt=ɑ
then take.prs he.sbj and smash-prs glass.pane=f.sg.def
‘The he goes and smashes the glass pane.’

b. splitte, ‘cleave, split’
hɑn ʂplit-ɑ veː|kʉb=ɛn
he.sbj split-pst log=m.sg.def
‘He split the log.’
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‘Break’ verbs encode the result, but not the manner, since glass may be smashed by an 
ultrasonic device, and logs split with a laser. Native speakers rejected my attempts to 
elicit equivalent examples to (30) in which the instrument was spelled out as one of these. 
It seems to be a strong implicature that contact by impact is involved, which is presum-
ably the reason the utterances in (30) are acceptable.

Explicit representation of the agent is not necessary for the felicity of ESR, since it is also 
possible with the passive construction. The examples in (31) convey the same accelerative 
meaning despite the fact that they show suppression of the agent.

(31) a. skalle, ‘headbutt’
hɑn bɛi ʂkɑʎ-ɑ neː i dɾɔʂɛkœː=ɛn
he.sbj become.pst headbutt-ptcp down in taxi.queue=m.sg.def
‘He was headbutted in the taxi queue.’

b. skalle, ‘headbutt’
a bɛi ʂʈɑŋ-ɑ i ɾaʋ=ɑ
I.sbj become.pst headbutt-ptcp i behind=f.sg.def
‘I got rammed in the behind.’

Where no acceleration is encoded or implied, the use of ESR is infelicitous. Consider the 
pair of examples in (32), where the first is infelicitous with ESR.

(32) sprette, ‘bounce, jump’
a. bɑɭ=ɳ spɾɑt muːt vaɡ=ɛn (!ʂpɾɑt)

ball=m.sg.def bounce.pst against wall=m.sg.def
‘The ball bounced against the wall.’

b. hɑn ʂpɾɑt up ɑ suːfɑ=n
he.sbj jump.pst up from sofa=m.sg.def
‘He jumped up off the sofa.’

Example (32a) does not say what initiated the ball’s movement towards the wall, and 
so ESR is not acceptable. Example (32b), on the other hand is fine, since the accelerated 
movement is self-initiated.

The felicity of ESR is nonetheless not strictly constrained by considerations of animacy 
or volition. The examples in (33) are deemed felicitous, since they convey a build-up of 
internal forces before an accelerated release phase.

(33) a. spjære, ‘split, shiver’
heːɭ-ɛ sœm=ɛn po buks=ɑ ʂpjaːɾ-ɑ
whole-def seam=m.sg.def on trousers=f.sg.def split-pst
‘The whole trouser seam (suddenly) split.’

b. spy, ‘vomit’
a ʂpyɟɛ sɔm ɛn ɡɾiːs
I.sbj vomit.pst like det.indef.m.sg pig
‘I was as sick as a pig.’

c. sprute, ‘spurt’
bɭuː=ɛ ʂpɾʉːt-ɑ
blood=n.sg.def spurt-pst
‘The blood spurted.’

In (34), ESR may also dramatize an action as an intrusion or penetration involving 
 forceful initiation.
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(34) a. skvise, ‘squeeze’
foːɾ a ʂkʋiːsɛ ma iɲ haːɾ
may I.sbj squeeze.inf 1.refl in here
‘Can I squeeze myself in here?’ [e.g. into a group discussion]

b. snoke, ‘snoop’
hɑ ɖʉ ʋaʈ o ʂnuːkɑ po ɾum=ɛ
have:pr you.sg.sbj be.ptcp and snoop.ptcp in room=n.sg.def
mit iˈjan
my.n.sg again
‘Have you been snooping in my room again?’

In at least a few cases, acceleration may not be a strong implicature, at least objectively 
speaking. It is initially surprising to find examples such as those in (35), involving ‘bump-
ing’ and ‘grazing’, judged as felicitous with ESR. As in (28), these are contact-by-impact 
verbs, but they are likely to imply that the contact was accidental or unintended. ESR 
dramatizes these eccentric movements as somehow brought about or impelled to go off 
course, whether on purpose or not.

(35) a. skunse, ‘bump’
hɑn ʂkʉɲs-ɑ buʈ i ma
he.sbj bump-pst away into me.obj
‘He bumped into me.’

b. sneie, ‘graze’
hɑn ʂnɛi-ɑ buʈ i ma mɛ sykɛɭ=ɳ
he.sbj graze-pst away into me.obj with bicycle=m.sg.def
‘He grazed me with his bike.’

Where acceleration cannot be a strong implicature of the verb, ESR is infelicitous. For 
example, while contact by impact is a strong implicature of ‘smash’ or ‘split’, it is by no 
means a strong implicature of ‘damage’, since this may take a wider variety of forms. This 
explains the infelicity, with ESR, of the examples in (36), which illustrate result verbs in 
‘intensive’ contexts. Since these were not possible to elicit with ESR, the examples are 
given in  written bokmål form.8

(36) a. En eller annen idiot skadet bilen min. (! ʂkɑːdɑ)
one or other idiot damage.pst car.m.sg.def my.m.sg
‘Some idiot or other damaged my car.’

b. Hun hadde skikkelig staset seg opp. (! ʂtɑːsɑ)
she.sbj have.pst really doll.pst 3.refl up
‘She had really dolled herself up.’

c. Han strammet skruen alt han orket. (! ʂtɾɑmɑ)
he.sbj tighten.pst screw.m.sg.def all he manage.pst
‘He tightened the screw all he could.’

d. Hun ble fullstendig skamfert.8 (! ʂkɑmˈfeːʈ)
she.sbj become.pst utterly give.a.shameful.haircut.ptcp
‘She was given an utterly shameful haircut.’

Manner verbs do not in general undergo ESR unless the context is an inchoative or momen-
tary one, making acceleration a natural strong implicature. Thus, (37a) cannot be used 
with ESR to mean something like ‘He paraded around in an expansive manner’.

 8 In the standard language skamfere has the more general sense of ‘to disfigure’.
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(37) a. Han spradet rundt i bar overkropp. (!ʂpɾɑːdɑ)
he.sbj parade.pst around in naked torso
‘He paraded around with a naked torso.’

b. Han sprang langs kaikanten. (!ʂpɾɑŋ)
he.sbj run.pst along quayside.m.sg.def
‘He ran along the quayside.’

c. Hun satt i hjørnet og skulte. (!ʂkʉːɭʈɛ)
she.sbj sit.pst in corner.n.sg.def and scowl.pst
‘She sat in the corner and scowled.’

Compare the inchoative or momentary context in (38), where ESR with the same verbs 
becomes felicitous.

(38) a. springe, ‘run’
hɑn tuːk fœːtn po nɑkɛ=n o ʂpɾɑŋ ʉːt
he.sbj take.pst foot.pl.def onto neck=m.sg.def and run.pst out
ɑ bʉˈtik=ɛn
of shop=m.sg.def
‘He took to his heels and ran out of the shop.’

b. sprade, ‘stride’
hɑn ʂpɾɑːd-ɑ ʉːt i bɑːɾ oːʋɛɾkɾɔp
he.sbj stride-pst out in naked torso
‘He strode out with naked torso.’

c. skule, ‘scowl’
hu ʂkʉːɭʈɛ buʈ po ma
she.sbj scowl.pst away at me.obj
‘She scowled over at me.’

The examples in (39) show that iterative semantics are also compatible with ESR, where 
the verb encodes more than one cycle of accelerated movement.

(39) a. skrubbe, ‘scrub’
a ɭoː daːɾ o ʂkɾʉb-ɑ ɡɔɭʋ=ɛ
I.sbj lie.pst there and scrub-pst floor=n.sg.def
‘I lay there scrubbing the floor.’

b. stavre, ‘make one’s way laboriously’
hɑn ʂtɑʋɾ-ɑ sa up tɾɑp=ɑ
he.sbj move.laboriously-pst 3.refl up stairs-f.sg.def
‘He made his way laboriously up the stairs.’

In the following cases in (40), ESR fails to enact an accelerated movement, and so is 
infelicitous. The actions designated are presumably of insufficient magnitude for an 
acceleration phase to have salience.

(40) a. skure, ‘scour’
hu skʉːɾ-ɑ ɡɔɭʋ=ɛ (! ʂkʉːɾɑ)
she.sbj scour-pst floor=n.sg.def
‘She scoured the floor.’

b. skave, ‘scrape, dig’
mɑmɑ skɑːʋ-ɑ ɑːʋ mʉɡ=ɛn po bɾœː=ɛ (!ʂkɑːʋɑ)
Mum scrape-pst off mould-m.sg.def on bread=n.sg.def
‘Mum scraped the mould off the bread.’
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c. skotte, ‘glance’
hu skɔtɑ buʈ po ɑn (!ʂkɔtɑ)
she.sbj glance-pst away at him.obj
‘She glanced over at him.’

Accelerated movement is likewise not a natural implicature of the examples in (41), 
 making ESR infelicitous.

(41) a. sklette, ‘rain sleet’
dɛ skɭat-ɑ i heːɭ-ɛ dɑːɡ (!ʂkɭatɑ)
it rain.sleet-pst in whole-def day
‘It rained sleet all day.’

b. skolde, ‘scald’
daʋɛn kuɾ a skɔʎ-ɑ ma (!ʂkɔʎɑ)
damn how I.sbj scald-pst 1.refl
‘Damn how I scalded myself.’

c. skrante, ‘dwindle, decline’
nʉː ɑɾ ɡɑmɭ=ɑ ʋiɾkɛɭi byɲc o skɾɑɲc (!ʂkɾɑɲc)
now have.prs old.one-f.sg.def really begin.ptcp inf ail
‘Now the old woman has really begun to decline.’

d. skrompe, ‘shrink’
siˈtɾuːn-n̩ skɾump-ɑ heːɭʈ iɲ (!ʂkɾumpɑ)
lemon-m.sg.def shrink-pst completely in
‘The lemon completely shrank.’

e. stagge, ‘check oneself’
nʉː mo dʉ stɑɡɛ da (!ʂtɑɡ)
now must you.sg.sbj check 2.refl
‘Now you have to check yourself!’

f. skravle, skvaldre, ‘blather’
hu skɾɑʋlɑ/skʋɑʎɾɑ i ɛt sat (!ʂkɾɑʋlɑ)
she.sbj blather-pst in one.n.sg set
‘She blathered constantly.’

g. stotre, stamme, ‘stammer’
hɑn stɔtr-ɑ o stɑm-ɑ sa jœnɑ tɑːɭ=ɳ (!ʂt-)
he.sbj stutter-pst and stammer-pst 3.refl through speech=m.sg.def
‘He stammered his way through the speech.’

h. stryke, ‘die (in an accident)’
heːɭ- ɛ jaŋ=ɛn strœʉk meː (!ʂtɾœʉk)
whole-def bunch-m.sg.def perish.pst along.with
‘The whole bunch of them died.’

As can be expected, function words also resist ESR. This is shown in (42).9

(42) skulle, ‘should, would’
a skʉ ʂpɛɲc ɑn i laɡ=ɛn (!ʂkʉ)
I.sbj should kick.ptcp him.obj in leg-m.sg.def
‘I would’ve kicked him in the shins.’

 9 Broch (1927: 152) actually supplies an example of the same modal verb with ESR, but the pragmatics of 
ESR in North Norwegian and UEN cannot be assumed to be identical.
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In sum, ESR does not result in a derived verb with a general intensive meaning. ESR 
indexes actions and events as having accelerated movement. For verbs of contact there is 
a further implicature of forceful impact.

ESR is also conventionally present in the verb steike ‘roast’ in the common oath [daːʋɛn 
hɑn ʂʈɛikɛ] Dæven han steike! ‘The Devil, (may) he roast!’ However, this usage does not 
appear to generalize to other contexts.

As a final point, verbs relating to suddenly perceived offensive smells may be realized 
with ESR. Examples are shown in (43).

(43) a. stinke, ‘stink’
dɛ ʂʈiŋk-ɑ haɾ iɲɛ
it stink-prs here inside
‘It stinks in here’

b. stå (på), ‘be prominent, salient’
spɾiːt|dʉnst=ɛn ʂtuː po ɑn
alcohol-reek=m.sg.def stand.pst on him
‘He (absolutely) reeked of alcohol.

The felicity of these examples can be understood with reference to the finding by Digonnet 
(2018) that the experience of an obtrusive smell is commonly understood in terms of a 
conceptual metaphor of invasion, cf. the examples in (34).

4.2 Objects: aversion and rejection
ESR indexes an object as especially noticeable, usually unwelcomely so. The object may 
be inconvenient, in the way, and liable to induce aversion, rejection, occasionally awe. 
Consider the examples in (44).

(44) a. snørr, ‘snot’
heːɭɛ uŋɛn ʋɑ dakt ɑ ʂnœr
whole-def child be.pst cover-ptcp of snot
‘The whole kid was covered in snot.’

b. skank, ‘leg’
dɾaːɡ ʂkɑŋk-ɑ=n tɛɭ da
draw.imp leg-pl=def to 2.refl
‘Pull your legs in!’

c. skokk, ‘flock’
hu kɔm mɛ ɛn ʂkɔk mɛ uŋ-ɑ
she.sbj come.pst with det.indef.m.sg horde with child-pl
‘She came with a horde of children.’

d. stake, ‘pole’
hɑn ʋɑ ɛn ɭɑŋ tyːɲ ʂtɑːkɛ ɑʋ ɛn ɡlʉɲc
he.sbj be.pst det.indef.m.sg long thin pole of det.indef.m.sg boy
‘He was a long, thin streak of a boy.’

e. skrål, ‘shouting, screaming’
a ɔɾk-ɑ ik o hœːɾ po ʂkɾoːl=ɛ dit ɭaŋɛr
I.sbj manage-prs neg inf listen on shouting-n.sg.def your.s.sg any.more
‘I can’t listen to your racket anymore.’

f. skrulling, ‘fool’
e dɛɲ ʂkɾʉʎiŋ=ɛn po ʋɛi hiːtoːʋɛɾ iˈjan
be.prs dem.m.sg nutcase=m.sg.def on way this.way again
‘Is that nutcase on their way over here again?’
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g. skvip, ‘weak beverage’
fœ ɳu ʂkʋiːp
for some weak.beverage
‘What dishwater!’

h. smørje, ‘mess’
fœɾ ɛi ʂmœɾjɛ dɔkɛɾ ɑ ɭɑːɡ-ɑ
for det.indef.f.sg mess you.pl.sbj have.prs make-ptcp
‘What a mess you’ve made!’

i. snavl, ‘mouth, gob’
hɔʎ ʂnɑʋɭ=ɑ poː da
hold.imp mouth=f.sg.def on you.sg.obj
‘Keep your trap shut!’

Again, ESR does not have a general intensive or pejorative meaning with nouns. If aver-
sion to, or rejection of, an obtrusive object is not a plausible interpretation of the speaker’s 
stance, ESR is infelicitous. The examples in (45) resist ESR for this reason.

(45) a. seː fœɾ ɛi skɔɟɛ (!ʂkɔɟɛ)
look.imp for det.indef.f.sg fog
‘Look what a fog!’

b. iŋɛn bɭɔbaːɾ bɑːɾɛ n mɑsɛ skɾʉb (!ʂkɾʉb)
no blueberries just det.indef.m.sg lot bunchberries
No blueberries, just a lot of bunchberries (Cornus suecica).

c. dɛ ʋɑ so myːɛ skʉr po linj=ɑ (!ʂkʉr)
it be.pst so much static on line-f.sg.def
There was so much interference on the line.

4.3 States and properties: heightened engagement
ESR is frequent with compound adjectives whose first component independently has inten-
sive force. Examples are given in (46). Here, ESR enacts increased engagement (arousal, 
surprise) or commitment of the speaker. The accelerative and aversive interpretations are 
absent in these cases. The implied valuation may be positive or negative.

(46) a. dɛ ʋɑ ʂtɛikɛ|gɔt
it be.pst “roast”-good.n.sg
‘It’s delicious.’

b. dɛ ʋɑ fɑːntɑma ʂmak|fʉʎc
it be.pst devil.take.me “smack”-full.n.sg
‘It was damn well completely full.’

c. hɑn bɛi ʂpɾʉːt|ɾœː i tɾyːn=ɛ
he.sbj become.pst “spurt”-red in face-n.sg.def
‘He went absolutely bright red in the face.’

d. nʉ ʋɑ a ɑso ʂkɑk|ɕœːʈ
now be.pst I.sbj therefore “skew”-driven
‘Now I’m done in.’

e. nʉ eː di ʂpiɲ|ʋiʎ
now be.prs they.sbj “spin”-wild
‘Now they’re completely hyper.’
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f. ʉndʉɭɑːt=n̩ ɭoː ʂtɛin|dœʉ
budgerigah=m.sg.def lie.pst “stone”-dead
‘The budgie was stone-dead.’

g. ɛ dʉ ʂtɛinɛ|tʉʎɑt
be.prs you.sg.sbj “stone”-crazy
‘Are you out of your mind?’

h. hu ɛ ʂtɔk|dœːʋ ɕaɾiŋ=ɑ
she.sbj be.prs “stock”-deaf woman-f.sg.def
‘The woman’s deaf as a post.’

i. di oːt sa ʂtɑp|mat po pɑɲɛ|kɑːk-ɑ
they.sbj eat.pst 3.refl “cram”-full on pancake-pl
‘They ate themselves full to bursting on pancakes.’

ESR with simplex adjectives seems to have the same force, as shown in (47).

(47) a. svær, ‘large’
hu hɑdɛ n ʂʋaːɾ hɑt po sa
she.sbj have.pst det.indef.m.sg huge hat on 3.refl
‘She had a huge hat on.’

b. svett, ‘sweaty’
haɾɛˈɡʉː so ʂʋɛc a bɛi
lord.God so sweaty I.sbj become.pst
‘God, how sweaty I got!’

c. snodig, ‘odd’
hɑn e ɛn ʂnuːdi fyːɾ
he.sbj be.prs det.indef.m.sg odd fellow
‘He is an odd fellow.’

d. sterk, ‘strong’
oː eː dʉ soː ʂtaɾk
Oh be.prs you.sg.sbj so strong
‘Ooh, are you so strong?’ [to a small boy showing off his muscles]

e. snever, ‘narrow’
hɑn eː so ʂnaʋɛɾ i sin tɑŋkɛ|ɡɑŋ
he.sbj be.prs so narrow in 3.refl.poss.m.sg thought.process
‘He’s so narrowminded.’

4.4 Evaluations of states of affairs: Reflective distance
Finally, I will illustrate uses of ESR which seem to lack the meaning of heightened engage-
ment. The basic meaning in such cases seems to be a reflexive gesture to the speaker 
him/herself, such that attention is diverted away from the speaker’s positive evaluation of 
some state of affairs. This introduces a note of reflection, distance, self-consciousness, some-
times irony or even “heteroglossia”. Since ESR is a performance, it allows for the inference 
that it is an enactment of an utterance by someone else. Consider the examples in (48).

(48) a. snasen, ‘chic’
so ʂnɑːsn̩ dʉ ʋɑ mɛ dn̩ nyː-ɛ jɑk=ɑ
so chic you.sg.sbj be.pst with det.def.m.sg new-def jacket=f.sg.def
di
your.f.sg
‘How chic you look with your new jacket!’
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b. snæksi, ‘yummy’
dʉ ʋɑ fɑktisk ɭit ʂnaksi po deː biɭɖ=ɛ
you.sg.sbj be.pst actually quite yummy in dem.n.sg picture=n.sg.def
‘You’re actually quite yummy in that picture.’

c. stilig, ‘stylish, cool’
hu hɑdɛ dɛɲ ʂʈiːɭi-ɛ ɕuːɭ=n̩ po
she.sbj have.pst dem.m.sg stylish-def skirt=m.sg.def on
‘She had a “wickedly” stylish skirt on.’

d. sveis, ‘hair style’
fiːn ʂʋɛis dʉ hɑːɾ
nice haircut you.sg.sbj have.prs
‘Nice haircut you got.’

Examples (48a) to (48c) might be taken to be self-conscious compliments that soften the 
impression of any emotional involvement, while (48d) could be intended ironically.

5 Identifying a semantic core for ESR
In their accounts of ESR in UEN, both Larsen (1907) and Broch (1927) attempt to explain 
the link between ESR’s distribution and its expressive function. Larsen was the first to 
propose that ESR may be related in some way to the non-expressive, phonologically 
regular retraction of /sl/ to [ʂɭ] (Prelateral Sibilant Retraction) illustrated in (7) above, 
which is also characteristic of this variety (see Haugen 1942; Jahr 1985; and Kristof-
fersen 2000: 102ff. for recent discussion). Broch follows him in this assessment, but the 
two differ in how they see ESR acquiring its meaning. While Larsen sees a role for sound 
symbolism or articulatory feedback, Broch (1927: 155f.) favors a social constructionist 
account. Broch proposes that ESR be understood as the generalization, to sC-clusters, 
of Prelateral Sibilant Retraction, which was a salient group marker of the Oslo working 
class at the time he wrote. Broch claims that it is this, rather than anything sound sym-
bolic, that is exploited in the expressive extension of the postalveolar fricative to other 
word-initial preconsonantal environments. The North Norwegian facts cast doubt on 
both these accounts, since they indicate that the use of ESR is highly constrained even 
when phonological factors are taken into account. Broch’s account in particular does not 
lead us to expect to see the restrictions that we do. ESR is not a general-purpose inten-
sive, but affords a small range of context-dependent meanings. This fact I argue is best 
explained by a gestural account.

In Section 4 I showed how ESR may index actions/events, objects, states/properties, 
and evaluations of states of affairs. The interpretations that attach to each differ. With the 
exception of the ‘reflective distance’ interpretation discussed in Section 4.4, these mean-
ings have in common that they signal heightened engagement on the part of the speaker. 
With states, this seems to be the only meaning. With actions, however, ESR conveys an 
impression of acceleration or force, and with objects, a sense of obtrusive presence. These 
interpretations would furthermore appear to be complementary. For example, certain 
actions, such as those expressed by the verbs shown in (49), may characteristically trigger 
aversion, and yet ESR is not possible here.

(49) kuɾ dʉ snuɾkɑ / snʉfsɑ / snyɭʈɑ (! ʂnuɾkɑ/ ! ʂnʉfsɑ/ ! ʂnyɭʈɑ)
‘How you snore / sniff / scrounge!’ (intended meaning: obtrusively)

The complementarity raises the question whether these meanings of ESR are convention-
alized separately for each context, or whether it is possible to identify a semantic core 
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underpinning them all. What follows is somewhat speculative, but I will argue that this 
is possible.10

Since spoken gestures utilize the same channel as spoken linguistic units, our analysis of 
the meaning should consider how the gesture relates to speech norms as well as its inher-
ent properties, making the question of a semantic core a two-dimensional one.

First, ESR constitutes a deviation from a particular communicative norm, in this case, 
conformity with the phonetic targets given by Sibilant Place Neutralization. An adequate 
account of ESR must be able to relate its expressive function to the fact that it may only 
apply where the distinction between alveolar /s/ and postalveolar /ʂ/ is neutralized. As men-
tioned above, a verb form like [sɑːɡɑ] saga, ‘sawed’, may not undergo ESR to give ! [ʂɑːɡɑ], 
with the intended meaning ‘sawed forcefully’. ESR also never applies word-internally, 
where before a consonant the contrast between /s/ and /ʂ/ is largely preserved, e.g. 
/ʋast/, ‘waistcoat’ vs. /ʋaʂt/, ‘worst’; /bɑsk/, ‘flail, flap (imp)’ vs. /bɑʂk/, ‘inhospitable, 
hardened’. I argue that ESR’s very deviation from the targets given by Sibilant Place 
Neutralization momentarily directs attention to the non-linguistic gesture, signaling an 
intent on the part of the speaker to communicate something of heightened significance.11

Second, we must consider the intrinsic properties of the gesture itself. The most straight-
forward possible interpretation of retraction of the tongue tip is that it enacts backward 
movement or withdrawal, for example, of some other part of the body, in much the same 
way that raising or lowering the larynx may iconically enact upward and downward move-
ment of another object. Additional plausibility for this claim comes from recent evidence 
of a neutrally encoded congruence in the direction of manual and mouth actions, such 
that backward hand movements are preferentially associated with retraction of the tongue 
(Vainio et al. 2018). See also Sidhu & Pexman (2017) for further relevant discussion.

It is possible that the accelerative and obtrusive interpretations that attach to actions/events 
and objects derive from this more basic meaning of ‘withdrawal’. Retraction of the tongue 
tip may enact preparatory movement for using, say, the hand or arm in a throwing or strik-
ing action. The accelerative interpretation would thus result from a metonymic connection 
between the biomechanical phases of movement. When it indexes an object, ESR does not 
map onto an action or event in the world. Under this condition, ESR may instead enact rejec-
tion behavior in the speaker with respect to the indexed object, or perhaps withdrawal in 
aversion. In this context, negative implicatures become highly relevant in a way that they 
do not with actions/events or states. If ESR enacts physical repulsion of an obtrusive object, 
it is possible to see how this meaning derives from the accelerative one by adding a further 
metonymic connection.

With a state or property, neither the accelerative nor obtrusive interpretation is relevant, 
with the result that the interpretation defaults to one of ‘heightened engagement’, which 
is implied in both the accelerative and obtrusive interpretations. Preparatory movement, 
preparation to engage in the world in some unspecified way, may thus be the first link in 
the chain.

This leaves the ‘reflective distance’ interpretation discussed in 4.4. In this case, ESR 
does not seem to index a particular object or predicate, but a speaker’s positive (but 
self-distancing) evaluation of a state of affairs. It is possible that tongue-tip retraction 
enacts no more than a withdrawal, which may lead to inferences that the speaker is 

 10 See Debras (2017) for an analysis of the shrug that works similarly. Debras identifies a semantic core (personal 
disengagement) that is common to attitudinal, affective and epistemic meanings, which arise in context.

 11 It may be instructive to draw a parallel to Jakobson’s (1960) discussion of the poetic function of language 
as “focus on the message for its own sake” (p. 357). While Jakobson focuses on recurrence (e.g. parallelism) 
as the principal device for achieving this focus, flouting the canons of the language is clearly exploited in 
literature as well, as shown by Cureton’s (1979; 1981) analysis of deviant morphology and syntax in the 
poetry of E. E. Cummings.
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distancing themselves from what they are saying, engaging in reflection, irony, and so on. 
Withdrawal, then, may constitute the most basic meaning of the ESR gesture: tongue tip 
withdrawal iconically enacts the withdrawal of some other part of the body.

Table 1 summarizes the proposed relationships between context (state of affairs, state/prop-
erty, action/event, and object) and meaning, and the relation between the hypothesized 
core iconic meaning of ESR, its metonymically derived context-dependent meanings, and 
additional implicatures that may derive from these.

At least one key question remains unanswered, however. It is striking that for each 
type of context, it is the most specific meaning that is required. Thus, when ESR indexes 
actions/events and objects, the meaning obtained is never simply heightened engagement, 
although there is nothing in what we have said that rules this out. Actions/events must 
trigger the accelerative interpretation, and objects must trigger the obtrusive one (which I 
have argued here may be the enactment of motor repulsion, which would include within 
it the enactment of accelerated movement). I leave the resolution of this issue to future 
research.

6 Conclusions
Alveolar /s/ and postalveolar /ʂ/ contrast in North Norwegian, but the contrast is neu-
tralized word-initially before another consonant (Sibilant Place Neutralization). In an 
apparent reversal, or violation, of the phonological rule, Expressive Sibilant Retraction 
(ESR) maps /s/ onto the corresponding postalveolar fricative [ʂ] in expressive contexts 
in precisely the environment where neutralization applies. Since ESR adds meaning, it is 
tempting to analyse it as a morphologically derived marginal contrast. In this paper, how-
ever, I have argued that this phenomenon is not linguistic, but communicative, and best 
understood as a ‘spoken gesture’ (Okrent 2002). ESR nevertheless exploits deviation from 
canonical phonological structure to draw attention to the tongue-tip retraction gesture. 
The core meaning of ESR proposed here is ‘withdrawal’, which gives rise to more specific 
interpretations depending on whether the gesture is used to index an action/event, object, 
state/property, or state of affairs. This paper provides an account of the relationship 
between these interpretations as well as the relationship between its form and function, 
substantially adding to the early accounts of more or less the same phenomenon in Oslo 
Norwegian by Larsen (1907) and Broch (1927). My hope is that this account of ESR may 
be a possible model for describing and explaining other cases of “expressive phonology” 
in other languages by enriching our understanding of spoken gesture and the relations 
between linguistic and post-linguistic communicative processes.

Abbreviations
def = definite, dem = demonstrative, ESR = Expressive Sibilant Retraction, f = feminine, 
imp = imperative, inf = infinitive, m = masculine, n = neuter, obj = object, OT = 
Optimality Theory, pl = plural, poss = possessive, prs = present, pst = past, ptcp = 
participal, refl = reflexive, sg = singular, sbj = subject, UEN = Urban East Norwegian

Table 1: Core and context-dependent meanings of ESR.

Semantic 
core

Context (withdrawal is a) metonym for Interpretation(s)

preparation acceleration repulsion
withdrawal state of affairs reflective distance

state/property  heightened engagement

action/event   accelerated movement, forcefulness

object    aversion, rejection, negative affect
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